


When we think about geometry, we typically think first about the shapes that are part 

of it. But, really, when we’re working with young children, exploring geometric shapes 

should follow the exploration of lines, points, and positional concepts – which we’ve 

done in previous videos. So, now it’s time to introduce the children to geometric 

shapes!



For this first activity, you’ll want to have pictures posted of circles, triangles, and 

squares – the three simplest shapes. You’ll also need some masking tape with which 

to create circles, triangles, and squares on the floor. Once you’ve done that, follow the 

above instructions.

Later, you might assign a different traveling skill for each shape. For example, 

squares are for walking on, circles are for jogging lightly on, and triangles are for 

tiptoeing on.

When the children are ready for a greater challenge, instead of creating the shapes 

yourself with masking tape, give each child a jump rope with which to create their own 

shapes. Once each shape is made, the children follow its path with the locomotor 

skills of their choice.

The children should have explored lines already, but they may not have made the 

connection between lines and geometric shapes. Point out that a circle is one 

continuous, curving line; a triangle is made up of three lines that join at three points; 

and a square consists of four connected lines, two horizontal and two vertical. Then 

share When a Line Bends…A Shape Begins, written by Rhonda Gowler Greene.



This activity continues the exploration of five of the geometric shapes 

developmentally appropriate for young children to discover. Again, you’ll want to have 

posted drawings or pictures of the shapes, this time including a circle, square, 

triangle, diamond, triangle, and oval. Then do the above.

A more challenging alternative is to have the children create the various shapes in 

pairs.

A wonderful book about shapes is First Shape Book by Patti Barber and Ann 

Montague-Smith. For music, there are two songs appropriate for this activity found on 

Hap Palmer’s Learning Basic Skills, Volume 2. They’re “Triangle, Circle or Square” 

and “One Shape, Three Shapes.”



A game of I Spy is always fun for the children. 

Share The Shape of Things, written by Dayle Ann Dodds, or Tana Hoban’s Shapes, 

Shapes, Shapes with the children.



This activity offers children a chance to experience geometric shapes in groups of 

three, making it a cooperative (social studies) activity as well as a mathematical one.

Later, you can encourage the children to work first in pairs and then in groups of four. 

What can they do with four people that they can’t do with two? What are the problems 

they encounter when they work in pairs?

Tana Hoban has three books appropriate for this activity: So Many Circles, So Many 

Squares, and Cubes, Cones, Cylinders and Spheres.



Bonus Activity!:

Matching Shapes

This game gives children an opportunity to revisit some of the shapes they have 

learned, or to create shapes of their own. Because it involves cooperating and 

physically replicating what the eyes see, it also promotes learning in the areas of 

social studies, language arts, and art.

○ Children choose partners and determine who is “A” and who is “B.”

○ At a signal from you, A moves to a different part of the room and creates a 

body shape of his choosing.

○ He holds this position until B joins him and, facing him, assumes the same 

shape (like a mirror image).

○ At your next signal, B moves to a different part of the room, where she 

creates a body shape of her choosing.

○ She holds this position until A joins her and, facing her, assumes the same 

shape.

○ Continue the game in this manner for a while.
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